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IN THIS UPDATE SPECIAL MIPIM EDITION WE EXPLORE
WHAT A PLACE NEEDS TO BE SUCCESSFUL, THE
ROLE OF OUR PLANNING AND DESIGN TEAMS IN
DELIVERING GOOD PLACES AND HOW WE CAN ACHIEVE
THIS IN A CONSTANTLY CHANGING ENVIRONMENT?

In 2015 Barton Willmore alone helped to guide
through planning or design over 283,000
homes and 490,000m2 of employment,
retail, education and leisure floorspace. This
is a significant contribution, but further
emphasises the response our industry is and
needs to be making, in order to drive economic
growth and tackle the housing crisis we are
facing across the country.
At Barton Willmore, we are very aware of the
contribution we can make to the delivery of
successful places, and the need to ensure
what we produce is meeting the long term
needs of the UK’s population. As we embark
upon our 80th year as a Practice, we are keen
to focus in on this aspect of development,
driving debate and discussion around the
emerging urban agenda across the UK in order
to clearly understand the brief – what is good
place? What do people want and need from
the places in which they live and work? What
should urban regeneration deliver and how
can our approach and the structure of the
development industry help to deliver this?
In February we convened a roundtable of
developers, designers, academics and cultural
specialists to begin this conversation and
my thanks goes out to them all for their
enlightening contributions. On page 5 we set
out the initial findings from this discussion,
and specifically consider the London
challenge, focusing on what we might call
for, from the new Mayor of London, in order
to tackle the very specific problems of our
capital city. At MIPIM 2016 we will continue
to drive the conversation through debates on
The London Stand and alongside The British
Property Federation, as well as through

content on The Manchester Stand and look
forward to reporting back!
Devolution and the delivery of strategic
infrastructure continue to be key facets in
the sharing of economic growth and success
nationally. I would like to thank Duncan
Sutherland of Sigma Capital Group, RIO and
HS2 for his invaluable contribution to the
roundtable and subsequent ‘A View From
a Strategic Thinker…’, providing us with his
unique view of the impact both these aspects
can have on our regions and the opportunities
before us.
Within Barton Willmore we are also marking
significant change in 2016 with two Partners,
Ian Tant and Adrian James set to retire at
the end of March, following distinguished
and longstanding careers in the practice.
Succession in the Reading Planning Team
is now well established while in Cambridge
Gareth Wilson is moving to the city, to take on
the Cambridge and East of England market,
alongside our established team, more on
which can be found on page 26. I would like
to take this opportunity on behalf of everyone
at Barton Willmore to thank Ian and Adrian
for their significant contribution over the
years and to wish Gareth Wilson every success
with his move as he embarks on this new
opportunity.
We look forward to joining many of you in
Cannes, or keeping you up to speed via Twitter,
Instagram, LinkedIn or our website regarding
the unfolding ‘Urban Agenda’ and our
potential, as an industry, to respond to it.
@bartonwillmore
#jenatmipim
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is for Architecture is coming – For the past 12 months our
Architectural Team across the UK has been working closely with
our Graphic Designers to develop a book which articulates their
thinking and work to date. A is for Architecture brings together
ideas and inspiration and will be launched in April 2016, so do keep
an eye out!
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stuart.bishop@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

By looking into the
detail of everyday
surroundings, new
meaning can be found.
Exploring architectural
typography reveals a
Bristol
hidden
view; a new way
tom.macklen@
of understanding our
bartonwillmore
.co.uk
built environment.

Understanding
Southall Regeneration
Context

Scottish T-shirt - The Scottish Planning System is under review and
currently gathering views and ideas on how it could be improved.
Before submitting our formal response, our Edinburgh team
conducted a survey of their own asking clients - in no more than
five words – to tell us what is wrong with Scottish planning and
what should it be like in the future? We had a great response, with
the overall trend being a need to focus less on the system itself and
more on its application. Just for fun, we then collated the responses
into a ‘word cloud’ t-shirt which was sent to all those who took part
as well as members of the Scottish Government and the panel!
Understanding our Corporate Environmental & Social
Responsibility – On 1st April we will publish our latest CSER
Report as a Practice, reflecting on our activities/performance
over the last few years and setting our objectives for the next plan
period. As our focus on supporting our local communities grows,
our latest Christmas Campaign in 2015 offered a great start. ‘Food
Glorious Food’ centred on each of our local teams identifying and
allocating their donation to a local foodbank. Our teams shopped,
wrapped and delivered over 2,500 meals, to 11 foodbanks, equating
to £3,200 worth of donations, while the subsequent campaign to
highlight the need for donations reached over 17,000 people.
Cover image: Regeneration for Southall
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A VIEW FROM….
A STRATEGIC THINKER
With Duncan Sutherland
DUNCAN SUTHERLAND IS A QUIETLY SPOKEN SCOT WITH AN ENVIOUS
CV. HIS PRIMARY DAY JOB AS GROUP REGENERATION DIRECTOR FOR
SIGMA CAPITAL, A PIONEERING PRS PROMOTER, SEES HIM LEADING
A NUMBER OF LARGE SCALE, LONG TERM REGENERATION SCHEMES
ACROSS THE UK, IN THEIR BID TO DELIVER OVER 10,000 HOMES.

His talents however, extend way beyond
this. As a Director of City development in
Coventry and as Chief Executive of the
property arm of the City of Edinburgh
Council, Duncan honed his view of city
and place-making in the public sector.
He coupled this with an understanding
of the environment through his
position on British Waterways and his
ongoing role with Scottish Canals.
An understanding of regeneration
processes has been secured through
his time on the Advisory Board for the
Regeneration Investment Organisation
(RIO), part of UKTI, and he is now
celebrating his fourth year as a nonexecutive on the HS2 Ltd Board.
An impressive CV, but also
a great perspective on
place-making for this
special edition of Update.
Having fed into our crossdisciplinary musings on
the future opportunities
for London we couldn’t
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resist taking this opportunity to quiz
Duncan further on his thoughts for
regeneration and place-making UK
wide, and specifically the role he sees
infrastructure playing in all of this.
What single factor can drive UK or
overseas investment to consider
investing outside of London and the
South East?
“The current overheated economic
situation in London is a huge driver
for us as a nation to consider the
opportunities further afield. If young
people can’t afford to live there, the
talent base is impacted. For businesses
and young people there is a fantastic
opportunity to rebalance the economic
picture across the UK and allow our
regions to catch up. But to do this the
regions need to have real ambition and
vision about what they want to be. To
get investors both within the UK and
from overseas interested, we need
to be presenting a clear investable

proposition. The strongest opportunities are
coming from those who are willing to cut
through the rubbish and state who they are,
what they want to be and how they’re going
to get there. There is no point in a masterplan
with no commerciality or no real, tangible
investment/development opportunities.”
Given your understanding of RIO, what
support can you see them providing in terms
of delivery of growth in the UK?
“The Regeneration Investment Organisation
was launched three years ago in a bid to
take these real investable propositions out
to the international market, via the UKTI
networks worldwide. Our main markets to
date have been the Middle East and Far East,
for obvious reasons, but we are now looking
at other emerging markets such as Canada
too. There is a huge amount of interest in UK
investment opportunities. Yes residential is
a strong favourite, which has worked for us
(Sigma Capital) as we are financed by Kuwait,
but there is a lot of opportunity to secure
investment on cross-sector projects and
infrastructure. This however is a challenge
within the UK. Historically, we’ve not been
good at seeking private funding, HS2 for
example is firmly seen by the Government
as a publicly funded project, therefore the
opportunities for private investment in
relation to HS2 only lie in and around the
stations. But nonetheless we must grab
them! We must also learn from projects
such as Hinkley C, as they test the model
for private investment funded infrastructure
structures.”
What are the main growth benefits of HS2
across the UK?
“Obviously there is a capacity benefit. The
west coast mainline is nearly full. Phase
1 and 2 of HS2 will release a great deal
of capacity and enable the existing rail
infrastructure to support the distribution
needs emerging from the new Deep Water
Container Port in Liverpool. This therefore
has a knock on environmental benefit.

Another major impact HS2 will have is
the number of jobs it will create during
construction and once in operation.
These latter jobs coming through in
2030 will be highly skilled, technical
roles, hence we are investing now in HS2
Skills Colleges to support them.
But beyond the line itself, there is
another big growth opportunity around
the stations, and this could cover a
significant distance. Lille is a great
example of this. The Eurostar high speed
line delivered great opportunities for
regenerating Lille, so much so that it is
now the third largest business centre in
France, but they also drove and secured
significant growth for many of towns
and the region as a whole.
HS2 is also not just about the fast
connection to London, it is about the
improved speed between our other major
cities, with Birmingham to Leeds in just
under an hour, and to Sheffield in 47
minutes. HS2 therefore has the power to
change our whole economic geography, not
just through the original £55m investment
but through the local and regional
infrastructure connections which can grow
from it. Local Enterprise Partnerships (LEPs)
lie at the heart of this opportunity, as do
wider regional collaborative groups such as
those coming forwards with devolution bids.
Economic strategy proposals set out by the
LEPs for the first stations have established
a long term plan regarding how their region
proposes to capitalise upon the opportunity
and we need more of this holistic planning to
come forward.”
What role do you think the ‘Northern
Powerhouse’ can play in delivering greater
growth to the northern regions?
“The proof will very much be in the pudding
on this. The group is just getting its structure
and business plan together. Personally I
absolutely think it is the right thing to do.
Outside of London we all need to support it
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“

HS2 HAS
THE POWER TO
CHANGE OUR
WHOLE ECONOMIC
GEOGRAPHY, NOT
JUST THROUGH
THE ORIGINAL £55M
INVESTMENT BUT
ALSO THROUGH THE
LOCAL AND REGIONAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
CONNECTIONS
WHICH CAN GROW
FROM IT.

”

to ensure they can deliver. Where there’s a
will there’s a way! We are all too aware that
the devolution teams will not get a massive
amount of money out of government, so
they need to be creating other opportunities
to raise funds. It’s a new way of putting
things together in the UK, in order to attract
investment but it has been done before
elsewhere and personally I would like to
see us looking towards more U.S. financing
and development models such as the bond
raised in Baltimore or the Innovation Districts
emerging.”
Partnerships clearly lie at the heart
of Sigma’s approach, what are the key
challenges and benefits of working in this
way?
“I have been lucky enough to have had a
career that has spanned the public and
private sectors, as well as Government.
From these various perspectives I am all
too aware that an understanding of how
they work, their individual pressures and
more importantly how they each make their
decisions is key to partnership working. Given
the current Government’s propensity towards
the utilisation of private sector funding in
our development and infrastructure projects
nationwide, we need to be able to talk each
other’s language and that is challenging.
Many people are scared of partnership
working because they believe scale and
difference of direction will make them
unwieldy, but if from the outset you establish
a clear goal and a role for each party, it is
possible to cut through and develop a honed
group of individuals all working together.
In terms of benefits, partnerships have given
me an immense sense of satisfaction. Our
partnership at Chelmsley Wood in North
Solihull began nearly 13 years ago and
sought to improve the situation for 18,000
households. We took a holistic view and saw
beyond a simple housing stock replacement
programme. Instead we firmly believed that
education was the first key component,

in order to break the downwards cycle.
Most of Chelmsley Wood’s schools were in
special measures but reviewing them now
educational attainment has tripled, school
places are sought after, pride in the place
is rising. We had to ensure the skills being
provided met the needs of the jobs in the
area or those we were seeking to attract. We
believe, for example, that to create place
you need good access to major employment
generators, such as hospitals, but to deliver
this scale of employment needs serious
joined up thinking. We also had to be flexible
as a partnership. When the recession came
people couldn’t afford to buy the new homes
anymore, hence we then moved our model to
Private Rental Sector provision. Demand for
this is now immense.”
What do you see as the key challenges to
successful place making?
“Strong leadership. Some places have it
other do not. We need the individual at a city
and regional level who is willing and able
to drive the ambition, the enthusiasm and
take everyone with them. Some of our most
successful cities show the power of this.
Leadership also helps with the development
of a clear plan and a strategy that is very
focused on delivery. This clear plan and
strategy is then very important to ensure
that as we create new, or intensify existing
places we are not creating blocks in isolation.
Successful places are those where people
interact. Think of Greenwich Village or
Soho in New York, where people can shop,
socialise, relax. Some of the PRS propositions
coming forwards propose apartment blocks
with everything anyone could possibly need
inside them. Surely we are cutting down
interaction and creating silos?
In my opinion planning is all too often a blunt
a tool when we are trying to make places. I
can say that I’m a planner! Instead we need
to be more proactive and joined up. Think
beyond the red line or the planning zone, and
think strategically and holistically.”
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PLACE-MAKING,
PLACE-SHAPING,
PLACE-KEEPING?
Iain Painting , Planning Partner & John Haxworth, Landscape Design Partner
ACROSS THE DEVELOPMENT INDUSTRY WE FREQUENTLY CHALLENGE
OURSELVES WITH THE QUESTION OF ‘WHAT MAKES GOOD PLACE?’ PLANNING
AS A DISCIPLINE WAS DEVELOPED TO ‘DRIVE’ IT, WHILE DESIGN DISCIPLINES
HAVE DEVELOPED TO ‘MAKE’ IT, AND YET AS AN INDUSTRY WE SO OFTEN
DECRY FAILURE. AS THE NEED FOR HOUSING GROWS ACROSS THE UK, WE ALL
MUST ENSURE THAT WHAT WE ARE PRODUCING IS DELIVERING GOOD PLACE.
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In London more specifically the pressure of
need and therefore affordability continues
to grow by the day, but how can this city lead
the way in ensuring that our response to
these pressures sets the bar in terms of urban
delivery and creates strong, resilient places
for the future?
In February we convened a roundtable of top
developers, investors and thinkers to muse
over this very point and contribute their
thoughts on the problems and solutions.
This by no means offers all the answers but
the discussion enabled us to identify some
key elements of place that we all need to
consider.
1

 LACE NEEDS LEADERSHIP
P
AND COLLABORATION

Government compartmentalisation remains
a key issue when seeking to deliver real
mixed use communities. National and Local
Authority bodies work in silos, which removes
cause and effect, and prevents us from really
understanding needs and opportunities. What
is clear from the UK’s more successful projects
is that partnership between the public and
private sector is imperative to large scale
place-making success, but so is political
leadership at the right level.

“As a community we don’t accept the role
of the State anymore, we don’t accept land
assembly or large projects that are for the
‘good of the State’, because previously it hasn’t
worked well. The Mayor has these powers but
is afraid to use them but we need them to
change opinion, be creative and challenge this
mistrust.” Iain Painting
2

PLACE NEEDS INFRASTRUCTURE

Infrastructure and connectivity are central
to success for place making and is a factor
that it seems Government is beginning to
understand. Infrastructure projects in London
have delivered a serious step-change in
opportunities in many areas, but we must
capitalise upon their benefits. We must

focus our efforts on nodal points in the outer
London Boroughs, at the major confluences of
infrastructure.

“We are seeing rental values 12% above
what we expected because of pent up PRS
demand. We need to be responding to this
through delivering the right schemes in the
right places and nodes are perfect. The people
interested in this tenure tend to want more
freedom of mobility and access to all the
experiences, London-wide and beyond. These
locations are therefore ideal for them and
higher densities in these areas work.” Duncan
Sutherland
3

IAIN PAINTING,
BARTON WILLMORE

PLACE IS ABOUT EXPERIENCES

In the 80s, 90s and 00s retail has been at
the forefront of place, but in the 10s we have
begun to see the value of experiences emerge,
as ‘shopping’ has become less about buying.
We need to look carefully at the experiences
we are providing local people, in particular,
with. What are they looking for in the place,
what can we enhance?

“To create better places it’s critical we
understand the stories that people tell about
them. Stories bake a place into the social
memory. So how can we create ‘story rich’
places that generate, capture and enable
sharing of narratives? How can we better
uncover the powerful but all too often invisible
stories of a place and bring them into our
ideas and proposals?” Tim Jones
4

PETER MURRAY, NLA

CHRIS BROWN, IGLOO
REGENERATION

TIM JONES, FUTURE
CITY

PLACE NEEDS MANAGEMENT

To deliver truly successful place takes time but
also management to secure ongoing quality
and resilience. Our landed estates in London
deliver strong consistency and continually
seek to enhance place, looking at 100 year
success. We need to manage public realm and
have invested interest in the long term future
of development.

“The Government not allowing Rail Operators
to hold leases beyond six years undermines
their long term interests in their station sites,
6

JIM ROBERTS,
FOURTH STREET

GRAHAM RANDLES,
NEW ECONOMICS
FOUNDATION

and therefore the long term success of place.
This undermines our ability to make the most
of these nodes. Look at Paris Rive Gauche for
example.” Max Farrell
“We need to be creating places where
people and communities want to interact
and connect, where things happen and we
give them the opportunity to live. But this
is as much about place keeping as making.
People join the process and have a say in what
happens, but someone needs to drive this
while the community establishes itself and its
structures.” Robert Elegba
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PLACE NEEDS DENSITY

An ebb and flow of people throughout the day
creates vibrancy and occupation builds events
and stories. Considering how we combine
living and working is imperative if we are
to reduce the burden on infrastructure and
deliver these vibrant places day and night.
Density can be very helpful in generating
people, intensifying the experience and
layering the opportunities. Density however,
continues to have negative connotations in
the UK. We are not suggesting that we need
density everywhere by any means, but around
key centres and nodes, we can intensify
accommodation and provide the infrastructure
to support it.

“London is actually very low density in
comparison to Paris and New York. Islington
and Chelsea are very high density places and
yet loved. The mistrust lay people feel when
this word is used needs to be tackled as does
their perception that high density means tall
buildings.” Max Farrell
“The same people objecting to housing
are also complaining about a shortage of
schools, healthcare and infrastructure,
without appreciating the contribution new
development can make to all these areas.
Development has beneficial effects as well as
‘impacts’ and we must tackle this mind set.”
Iain Painting
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PLACE IS SOCIAL FABRIC

Physical fabric allows social fabric to build,
but of the two, social fabric is the element
which will allow a place to endure. Social
fabric makes an area tick, with people living
and working in and evolving in the space
around them. Stories and experiences must
be woven into the physical fabric so we avoid
clone towns and instead deliver culture and
opportunity. We need to seed places that
have life all year round and which target local
people as their primary audience.

“Too often we place retail and tourism at the
heart of a place, but actually these aren’t
necessarily servicing the core community. We
need to be looking to that core community –
existing and new – to ensure their needs are
met and then they will populate that space
every day, throughout the year.” Jim Roberts
“New and growing companies really want
really want a strong sense of place and
community. They want to be able to see,
engage with and feed off their neighbours
as they thrive on the creative buzz this can
generate. Coffee shops and collaborative
work spaces create hubs of specialisms which
then gain traction and appeal, but they reject
anything false.” Ian Dubber
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PLACE IS ABOUT PRIDE

Place is sometimes perceived as the preserve
of the wealthy – it’s easier to deliver here than
somewhere with lower values after all. But
if we engage in the stories and build on the
diverse social fabric of a place it doesn’t need
to be. By building pride in an existing and new
community they will protect and enhance
place. They will feed it and nurture it. They will
evolve it and in time make it resilient. To make
people proud we also need to give them spaces
and places that are sufficiently flexible, so
they have an opportunity to make it their own.
The estates of the 1960s were insufficiently
flexible, inward facing, segregated from the
suburbs that surrounded them and filled
with a mono-culture of occupants. This
7
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eroded pride and place management fell
by the wayside. We need to learn from
these mistakes if we are to make residents
and communities proud of their places,
and ensure their financial and emotional
investment in them.

“We aim to build this kind of pride through
neighbourhood forums, avoiding a top down
approach, and instead talking to the existing
communities. By walking around the estate
and answering individual needs, we have
found people do start to identify with the
people this will provide a home for and the
opportunity it presents to enrich what they
have already.” Chris Brown
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PLACE TAKES TIME

The risk is that because people need homes
and places to live, we will rush things. Places
take time. Places evolve. At Kings Cross,
Argent have seeded a successful place, kick
starting community and social interaction
rather than hoping a well-designed place
will do this automatically. But this has taken
around 30 years to deliver and that was with
development margins being funded by semipublic ownership. We cannot buy time which
is why we should never be clearing existing
‘sense of place’ and stories away. We must

not be delivering mono-cultural communities
and we must not be drawing a red line
and isolating proposals within it. Seeding
communities and cultural activity, supporting
interaction and discussion from the earliest
stages of a proposal informs it but also begins
to knit the place together. Don’t wait until you
have the plans in hand, understand the place,
the challenges and the opportunities and
embrace them from the outset.

“Shiny CGIs all too often depict schemes as
a beautiful island, populated by euphoric
cappuccino people, with a sea of grey
disinterest beyond the site boundary. This is a
clear psychological disconnect in our industry
that constantly puts us at risk of parachuting
in development in disconnected, dysfunctional
ways. We have to quickly get better at drawing
the ‘outside in’ and move away from arrogant,
self-absorption” Tim Jones
9

NOT EVERYWHERE IS PLACE

Finally, we must all remember that not
everywhere can be a ‘Place’ and not
everywhere needs to be. We must seek to
enrich and build upon what exists, building
opportunities for intensity where it is most
likely to succeed while also accepting a place’s
role in the hierarchy of our towns and cities.

We must avoid clone towns and instead deliver
culture and opportunity in our centres.

We must accept a place’s role in the
hierarchy of our towns and cities
8

CALLS TO THE FUTURE MAYOR OF LONDON

“

“

Stop the loss of creative
workspaces. It’s an emergency. Use
London’s suburbs to strategically
plan for creative industry hubs and
maintain sustainable careers for
people in London’s booming creative
economy.
Tim Jones, Future City

Spend your first year reflecting
on what is needed, engage in a
meaningful debate about the areas
bounding London and then drive
change through radical political and
fiscal programmes.

Take Ken’s 100 places and times
it by 10. Give the people the power
to deliver 1,000 spaces. Not big but
distinctive places will emerge.

“

Drive a bottom-up approach
to development that places
importance upon the existing
community and their infrastructure,
needs, stories, etc.

John Haxworth, Barton Willmore

Jim Roberts, Fourth Street

”

”

“

”

Prof. Peter Bishop, Bartlett

“

”

“

“

Think holistically about how,
by providing alternatives to a 9-5
culture, we can relieve pressure
on our infrastructure. Also think
carefully about how we integrate our
ageing population. This is as big a
concern in London as anywhere!

”

Prof. Lorraine Farrelly, University of
Reading

“

Think beyond the ‘build, sell,
occupy’ process, to how we may
lead on place management and
maintenance, driving pride and a
sense of ownership.

”

Review the impact of Permitted
Development Rights on the
ability to make place. Currently
it is eroding our stock of smaller
business premises and these
premises are unrecoverable!

Break down the silos in London’s
administration so we can join
the policies up, and embrace the
education, healthcare, community
infrastructure that development can
deliver.

Iain Painting, Barton Willmore

Ian Dubber, Workspace

Ian Millard, London & Quadrant

Morgan Reece, Barton Wilmore

“

Enhance the £140m Sink estate
fund to properly support public/
private partnerships seeking to
transform these areas of London.

“

”

Support the establishment of
public/private partnerships needed
to drive real change.

”

Paul Newton, Barton Willmore

“

Use our fantastic rail
infrastructure now and emerging,
to drive creative, big and bold
proposals around key nodes.

Sell the idea of densification
driving the delivery of jobs and
homes in localities to reduce
pressure on infrastructure where
possible.

”

Graham Randles, New Economics
Foundation

” “

Duncan Sutherland, Sigma Capital

“

”

Price the car out of London and
re-cast the housing design guide
space standards to allow PRS to
flourish.

”

Introduce more proactive
strategic policy to allow top-down
and bottom-up processes to work
and understand the opportunity low
level lifting bridges offer in terms of
river bank integration and cost.
Max Farrell, Farrells

Chris Brown, Igloo regeneration
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”

“

Explore densification as well
as the current London boundary,
by a comprehensive Green Belt
Review.

”

“

Robert Elegba, Berkeley Homes

”

“

More proactive and strategic
planning in terms of shaping London
particularly in relation to tall
buildings and be more embracing
of active transport to encourage a
modal shift.

”

Peter Murray, NLA Peter Murray, NLA

REGENERATION
FOR SOUTHALL
Paul Joslin, Architectural Director

THE ARCHES IN SOUTHALL WERE ORIGINALLY
BUILT IN 1894 AND HISTORICALLY FORMED PART
OF ONE OF THE WORLD’S LARGEST MARGARINE
FACTORIES. MARGARINE GAVE WAY TO SAUSAGES,
AS THE WALL’S SAUSAGE FACTORY TOOK OVER
THE SPACE FOR THEIR PRODUCTION LINE, BUT
BY THE 1970’S LARGE SCALE MANUFACTURER
WANTED MORE PURPOSE-BUILT FACILITIES
AND THE ARCHES BECAME DIVIDED ACROSS
SMALLER INDUSTRIAL UNITS AND OCCUPIERS.

Residential
upper

Residential
typical

Commercial
new
The Arches
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Their location in the wider Southall
Regeneration Area however brought their
role in the employment fabric of this area
and their unique architecture into sharp
focus in 2000s. The site’s position adjacent
to Southall Station and the future Crossrail
line (come 2018) was a big draw, as was the
opportunity to rebuild a physical link through
the site between the adjacent Havelock
estate and Southall town centre, and provide
a crucial catalyst for regeneration across the
area.
With all of the above to consider, this was no
place for low density development. Instead
Workspace have been bold in their ambition
to create a true catalyst for Southall, and
enhance and extend the employment spaces
the site can offer. The Arches Business
Centre will provide over 2,000m2 of flexible
commercial space, looking to build on
Workspace’s existing network of supportive
and dynamic environments for businesses
of all sizes - from ambitious start-ups to
established small enterprises. In addition
176 homes, communal space, allotments
and roof top terrace gardens have been
integrated into a scheme which respects
the existing language of the railway arches,
repeating the rhythm and materials across
the layers of buildings.

“Stitching proposals back into the existing
fabric of a place is important and we
were keen from the outset to ensure we
did this at The Arches. Responding to the
surrounding architecture, community and
their needs, the aim was to deliver a new
and vibrant place for prospective employees
and residents. The new and growing
companies that we are looking to attract
place a lot of importance in experience and
quality of place. All aspects of the scheme
contribute to and enhance this, from the
public realm we are proposing to the street
level frontages” says Ian Dubber, Head of
Planning at Workspace.
This all comes at a time when we are all
considering the opportunities Zones 3 and
out present for responding to London’s
growing needs. “Housing delivery is a
huge pressure, but as an employment
space provider we have come under a great
deal of pressure to release floor space for
residential under Permitted Development
Rights. Loss of small scale, flexible
employment space is a loss to communities
and undermines the ability to create
vibrant places. Outer London Boroughs
need to be protecting themselves and their
employment spaces, not least to assist the
loading on their infrastructure.”

But the idea that this scheme could
‘become’ a catalyst for the regeneration of
Southall is not simply an ambition. As the
Workspace scheme secured permission in
2015, a second adjacent scheme, Malgavita,
was already being worked on for another
land owner, utilising and interpreting
the architectural language to provide
commercial and retail space alongside 225
homes, a coffee shop, gym and communal
and public space. In February 2016 this also
secured permission, further cementing the
future opportunities for this regeneration
ambition and feeding into the place-making
opportunity for Southall.
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THE ROLE OF RETAIL
Paul Newton, Planning Partner

RETAIL IS EVOLVING BEFORE OUR EYES. HABITS
ARE SHIFTING AND THE DYNAMICS OF SPACE
AND HOW WE USE IT ARE CHANGING. WHILE THE
INFLUENCE OF ONLINE RETAIL IS SIGNIFICANT, IT
SHOULD NOT BE OVER-STATED. THERE IS STILL
STRONG DEMAND FOR VISITING HIGH STREETS AND
CITY-CENTRES FOR BOTH RETAIL AND LEISURE.

Revitalising and regenerating town centres is
high on the national and local agenda and has
been for some time. Historically it has been a
town centre vs out of centre/town debate but
that is changing. The retail offer is polarising
so that the higher order/larger centres are
becoming more dominant, but whilst the
small local centres continue to evolve, it is
the mid-range centres that are being affected.
Convenience (supermarket) operators have
developed smaller convenience formats
to supplement the larger stores, while
comparison (non-food) retailers if anything
are going the other way, looking at fewer
larger stores but in the larger most dominant
centres. As a result, many secondary centres
are in decline, with rising vacancies and poor
public realm, as highlighted in the Portas
review.
The internet is obviously having an impact but
can’t be blamed for everything – (most) people
still have a desire to go out and interact, so
bricks and mortar still have an important role
to play moving forward – but there is a clear
acceptance that we have too much retail

floorspace. Traditionally, town centres were
the heart of the community, but this role
was somewhat lost in the retail boom. In
my view we need to return to this focus, if
they are to evolve and stay relevant moving
forward. Instead of purely retail we need to
capitalise on the growing trend for leisure,
living, local services and push towards café/
restaurants – supplemented by an increase
in independents.
As well as the consumers, owners and
operators, planning has a role to play in
facilitating and encouraging this shift in
focus. What will ultimately shape the High
Street of the future, for better or for worse,
is the planning system and the attitudes
of those who implement it. We must not
to paint all retail centres with the same
brush, how retail spaces evolve in the next
decade will of course depend on their size,
economic situation and location, but most
importantly, they will be shaped by how
Local Authorities react to cultural change
and customer demand.
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All too often Local Authorities take a
protectionist approach – in some cases it
seems Council’s would rather see a unit
lying empty than welcoming investment
and returning it to a positive use. We
need a cultural change, at a national and
local level, encouraging the relaxation
of obstructive planning regulations to
help attract vital investment and forwardthinking retailers. Below I have set out
some key steps I believe vital to delivering
the change required;

 ational level change is needed.
1 N
Some of the changes to Permitted
Development Rights have helped but
don’t go far enough and there needs
to be a review of the Use Class Order
to allow changes between uses to

occur, without the need for planning
permission. Flexible uses and
temporary permissions for example
encourage pop ups and therefore
help encourage activity.

 reater flexibility on conversion of
2 G

existing units (particularly if Listed)
should be allowed so the historic
stock can be made fit for purpose
and attractive to modern retailer
requirements. The increasing use of
ACV’s legislation by local interest
groups to stop the change of use of
premises and delay disposal/sale
should be restricted by tightened
the legislation. This will ensure that
it serves its original purpose, rather
being seen as a mechanism to delay/
stop change.
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“

TOO OFTEN LOCAL
AUTHORITIES TAKE
A PROTECTIONIST
APPROACH TO TOWN
CENTRE, TO THE
EXTENT THAT IT
SEEMS THAT THEY
WOULD RATHER
HAVE AN EMPTY UNIT
THAN AN ACTIVE
WORTHWHILE USE.

”

3 L PAs need to work more proactively

with landowners/stakeholders to
understand changing market pressures
and develop vision documents/
masterplans on the future of their
centres. They need to accept that some
of the poorly performing centres are
beyond saving and so their decline
should be carefully managed to
secure successful transfer of uses into
something that is needed and required.
Part of this is also the increased
introduction of residential into centres.
There has been a significant increase in
residential (either as office conversions
or new build above and next to Centres)
as an additional/alternative use. This
has offered us an opportunity to re-use
contracting retail space or to increase
density and activity in accessible
locations including secondary/tertiary
shopping centres. The increase in
footfall and natural surveillance that
this creates should in theory be a
positive and underpin the objective of
recreating a sense of community. This is
a valuable addition to Town Centres and
is something to be encouraged.

4 L ocal Plans need to define more

tightly drawn core areas where
retail (A1-A5 uses, not just A1)
should continue to predominate and
introduce more flexible policies on
alternative uses in the fringe areas. A
key factor in the success of a centre is
based on the footfall it can attract so
introducing uses such as residential,
employment, leisure and office should
be encouraged.

Obviously there are lots of other factors
that affect the success of a particular
centre. Fragmented land ownership, high
rents, high business rates, cost of car
parking and importantly the appetite of the
market (be that developers, the funds or
the tenants/occupiers) for that particular
area all impact on their success.
With these changes and improved
understanding between planning
authorities and developers, I firmly
believe we can improve the vitality of
our High Streets and city centres over
the next decade, creating resilient and
valuable spaces for local communities.
Retail is economically and socially vital
at both a national and local level – we
therefore need to embrace and manage
change to ensure we nurture growth and
continued development in order to deliver
a succession of primary, secondary and
tertiary, vibrant and effective town centres
for the future.

“

…SOME OF THE POORLY
PERFORMING CENTRES
ARE BEYOND SAVING SO
THEIR DECLINE SHOULD
BE CAREFULLY MANAGED
TO SECURE SUCCESSFUL
TRANSFER TO USES THAT
ARE NEEDED AND WILL BE
USED.

”
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REGIONS ARE WHERE
THE GROWTH IS
Dan Mitchell, Partner

CONNECTIVITY BRINGS OPPORTUNITY FOR OUR REGIONS.
CONNECTIVITY TO LONDON, BUT ALSO, AS DUNCAN SUTHERLAND
IDENTIFIES EARLIER IN THIS PUBLICATION, THE OPPORTUNITY
TO CONNECT OUR REGIONAL TOWNS AND CITIES TO EACH OTHER
AND RESHAPE THE ECONOMIC GEOGRAPHY OF THE UK.

With Liverpool, Sheffield and Leeds all within
45 minutes of Manchester there is a real
opportunity to offer a “super city” approach
– an economic grouping that is comparable
to London, and bigger than either Wales or
Scotland. HS2 is seen as a game changer
for the region, but if recent discussions are
anything to go by, HS3 will be even more
important. The Northern Powerhouse is
forging a lead in terms of devolution, and
when considering the scale of economic
opportunity it is clear to see why, but how
do we get ourselves into the best position to
grab it?
Having attended a number of events in the
last two months on the Northern Powerhouse
topic I have seen the leaders of the
respective cities talk about the opportunity
on a number of occasions. Leadership and
collaboration of this initiative is paramount,
and we are beginning to see a supportive
network developing. However, is the inherent
competition between our northern cities still
a little too strong for true collaboration? It

will take time for this to change and a lot of
trust, but it is important to ensure each of
our cities understands and agrees what their
offer to the group is, and develops a strength
in their individual proposition, for this trust
to build. With this in place I can then see a
great opportunity for us to brand, trade mark
and really begin to drive the northern region.
In terms of Manchester itself, leadership is
already being discussed, with Sir Richard
Leese most recently publicly removing
himself from the running for Greater
Manchester Mayor, stating that “Manchester
needs an individual who is 20 years younger
and female”. Change could well be a good
thing for Manchester, but instead of age
or gender we need to be looking for the
individual who is best equipped to drive
relations with the surrounding Local
Authorities and secure a good collaborative
base.
In the city region we are currently moving
our way through the Greater Manchester
Spatial Framework with publication due in
18

Autumn 2016. Housing allocations are being
divvied up across the Local Authorities, as
to who takes what. But are these allocations
based upon strong strategic thinking? Are
we basing the locations for growth around
the long term economic and infrastructure
opportunities Greater Manchester presents,
or are we taking the path of least resistance?
A good proportion of growth will be located
within the city itself, but this housing only
caters for a limited market, due to inherent
city density which is less land hungry.
Manchester is a resilient and impressively
established city, with the biggest economy
in the UK outside of London. We have had
strong leadership for a number of years,
and have established some great innovative
approaches outside of Westminster.
‘Manchester Place’ for example, is a huge
step change in driving projects through the
planning system, while still drawing on the
expertise and funding capabilities of the
HCA. As a city we have our fingers in a lot of
sectors and alternative engines of growth. We
are good at driving innovative approaches to

investment. The £300m Housing Investment
Fund and more recently the discussions
around an intention to drive our own housing
initiatives in parallel to central Government’s
direction of travel, such as the reenergising
of the social rental sector, are great examples
of us having the ability to ask for what we
want. Balancing such innovations with other
strategic land releases is important. We also
need to provide land for new employment
and suburban housing for families. Creating
a broad set of opportunities will be key for
northern super growth. This inevitably means
looking towards the Green Belt in some
capacity.
So in summary, we surely need the Greater
Manchester Strategic Framework to work if
we are to stand any chance of the Northern
Powerhouse working. If we can’t rally a
limited group of Local Authorities together,
how can we possibly collectively drive a
multitude of cities and towns? I do think it is
possible but perhaps the Mayoral leadership
debate becomes ever more important in
determining the outcome.
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ROYAL ELM PARK:
TRANSFORMATIONAL
DEVELOPMENT FOR
READING
Kim Cohen, Planning Partner and John Haxworth, Landscape Design Partner
FOR SOME TIME NOW THE PROPERTY INDUSTRY AND LOCAL AUTHORITY IN
READING HAS UNDERSTOOD THE OPPORTUNITY LAND TO THE SOUTH OF
READING PROVIDES IN ACCOMMODATING THE TOWN’S FUTURE EXPANSION.
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“South Reading is a focus for growth and
regeneration within the Council’s planning
policy framework” says Kim Cohen, Planning
Partner for the scheme, “and this new mixeduse development has undeniable potential to
contribute significantly to the enhancement
of this area, both socially and economically,
whilst also fully aligning with the objectives
of both national and local planning policy.”
The home of Reading Football Club, the
Madejski Stadium, is a key landmark in this
area, well located to make use of Reading’s
strong road infrastructure and adjacent to
the expanding Green Park, one of Oxford
Properties few assets outside of London.
Sitting within a 15.5 hectare site, the stadium
is flanked by car parking and a training dome
and pitches. But with the realisation of a
comprehensive new club training ground at
Bearwood Park, outside Reading, and the
funding agreed for a new station close to
the site, this piece of land presents a very
attractive opportunity for Reading both as a
town and football club.
In February 2016, proposals for a new high
quality, sustainable urban quarter were

submitted by Barton Willmore’s design team,
providing 630 new homes and a 8,000m2
public square, in addition to a world class
Convention Centre, new 247 room hotel,
102 serviced apartments, and 2,000m2 of
new retail, restaurant and leisure facilities,
including an ice rink. A key asset within the
proposals is the 18,000m2 of high quality
public realm, guided by our Landscape
design team.
“Stadium Square will create a new
destination for Reading with a year round
calendar of events,” adds John Haxworth, the
landscape designer leading this aspect of the
project. “More than 10,000m2 of public space
will form a new linear park with generous
tree planting, wildflower meadows and play
facilities for a range of ages; creating the
largest new formal park in Reading since the
creation of Forbury Gardens in 1856.”
The design has been driven by a need to
create a new distinctive urban quarter,
complimentary to the Madejski Stadium,
Green Park and emerging residential
development to the west of Green Park.
Navigable spaces, connections and energy
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OF SPORTS EVENTS

STADIUM
PARK

BLOCK 06 PERSPECTIVE
Reading FC home game
London Irish home game

Sept

CONCRETE
STRUCTURE

BLOCK 5

ROOF GARDEN

have been key philosophies throughout the
masterplan, ensuring that we develop a
scheme and spaces that can be brought to
life, 5encouraging
activity and extending both
STADIUM
PARK stay and the resident’s quality of
the visitors
life.

INTERNAL
COURTYARD

4 BED HOUSES WITH A
ROOF GARDEN

CROSS LAMINATED
TIMBER STRUCTURE

BLOCK 6

May

A new development of this scale will bring Jul
many economic and social benefits to the
town, including the creation of new jobs (800
FTE construction jobs and 904 FTE jobs post
construction) and have positive effects on
READING FC AVERAGE ATTENDENCE
19,171 sketch
Developmental
the local economy via resident and visitor
expenditure, indirect benefits to other service
providers and will be a catalyst for further
LONDON
IRISH AVERAGE
inward investment. New public
spaces,
retail ATTENDENCE 14,097
and community facilities will provide local
residents and visitors with access to green
= 1000
people
spaces, shopping and cultural
events.
Whilst
transport infrastructure, including cycling
infrastructure, will be greatly enhanced
to provide easy access within and to the
development and Reading town centre.
http://www.european-football-statistics.co.uk/

HOTEL & TOWER

HOTEL & TOWER

http://rugby.statbunker.com/

TIME=MONEY
MATCH AT MADEJSKI TODAY

Kick Off

Half Time

Full Time

15:00
09:00
TIME

11:00

13:00

15:00

17:00

Kick Off

Half Time

21:00

23:00

Full Time

Quantum of People @ Stadium Park

Low

19:00

MATCH AT MADEJSKI POTENTIAL

Activities @ Stadium Park

High

Visit
Park
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Bar
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I DID IT…
Ian Tant, Partner
WITH THE STRAINS OF FRANK SINATRA IN THE BACKGROUND (“AND NOW
THE END HAS COME AND SO I FACE…”), I REACH THE LAST OPPORTUNITY TO
CONTRIBUTE TO UPDATE AS A PARTNER OF BARTON WILLMORE – MY HOME
FOR THE LAST 29 YEARS. IT HAS BEEN A PLEASURE AND A PRIVILEGE TO WORK
IN THIS VIBRANT AND GROWING PRACTICE, NOT TO MENTION AN HONOUR
TO HAVE ACHIEVED ALL I COULD HAVE WISHED AS I GREW WITHIN BARTON
WILLMORE FROM SENIOR PLANNER TO SENIOR PARTNER (AND NOW BACK!).
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I want to express my deep and heart-felt
thanks to all my colleagues, past and
present, who have made this such an
exhilarating ‘ride’. I honestly don’t know
where all that time has gone but it has been
hugely enjoyable – a career that has far
exceeded the wildest dreams I might have
held as I departed Planning School in 1979.

Policy Framework. The list includes items
of planning reform in the Energy Bill, the
Housing and Planning Bill and 21 changes
not included in either of the Bills.

All of this proposed change reflects a
fervent intention to improve the working of
the planning system in England (none of
this applies to Scotland, Wales or Northern
Ireland which now have their own planning
The one constant in all that time has been
systems, increasingly independent of the
change. Governments have changed;
English system. Notably, the Housing and
planning legislation has changed; planning
Planning Bill was
policies have changed –
the first to pass the
and Barton Willmore has
Commons under the
changed. The increasing
English Votes for English
emphasis on place-making
THE PRODUCTION
Laws principle). Some
within our work is a real
OF LOCAL PLANS IS
of the changes are
joy to observe and a huge
A BIT LIKE SHOOTING
long overdue – anyone
contrast with the early days
A MOVING TARGET.
involved knows exactly
of planning consultancy
IN THE TIME IT
how frustrating it is to
where winning the planning
TAKES TO PREPARE
have development held
permission usually resulted
GOVERNMENT
up awaiting approval
in the Local Authority
POLICIES AND
of the discharge of
planners throwing in
REQUIREMENTS
conditions. But there is
the towel: some truly
CHANGE.
a major risk that many of
disappointing developments
the changes, no matter
followed. There were gems
how well-intentioned,
in there – but there were
will prove counterdevelopments where you
productive - simply because of the sheer
can only think “we could have done better”.
amount of change that is in train.
Current approaches to design and the
expert input of our creative masterplanners,
There is a serious deficit in the production
urban designers, landscape designers and
of development plans. Forget the statistics
architects make such a difference and I look
about how many Local Planning Authorities
forward eagerly to seeing the results of this
have adopted Local Plans – the real issue
work appearing on the ground across the UK
is how many of them have up-to-date local
and overseas.
plans that reflect the NPPF requirement to be
based on objectively assessed housing need.
But the pace of change within planning is
relentless.
Producing Local Plans is not a
straightforward matter. It requires careful
A recent House of Commons research paper
and considered evidence-building; it
sets out a list of all the planning reforms
also requires a considerable amount of
that are currently in progress1 and it’s an
impressive list, derived from key Government dialogue – with local communities, between
announcements in the Conservative Party
officers and elected councillors, and with
Manifesto, the Productivity Plan the Rural
neighbouring authorities, under the Duty to
Productivity Plan, the Autumn Statement
Cooperate. The Duty goes further than just
2015 and the recent consultation on
dialogue – it requires collaborative working
proposed changes to the National Planning
between authorities to identify and address

“

”
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unmet need in a cross-boundary manner. But
each of those neighbouring authorities also
has to collaborate with their neighbouring
authorities – so the challenge spreads like
ripples on a lake.
What’s more, the production of Local Plans
is a bit like shooting at a moving target. In
the time it takes a Local Planning Authority
to prepare what they think is a sound
plan, Government policy, guidance and
requirements change – which has been a
significant contributory factor in the failure
of plan making in so many Authorities over
the past 12 years (at least).
And all of this is taking place against a
background of ever more limited resources
in local authorities and ever smaller Local
Plans teams trying to fulfil the requirements,
while also helping in a range of other duties,
including providing evidence for appeal
inquiries, assembling registers of brownfield
land, and the like.
Don’t get me wrong: there is some great
work going on across the country in planmaking and there are positive signs of
Authorities grouping together to assess and
rationally resolve housing requirements and
their distribution between the constituent
districts. There are even moves to prepare
cross-boundary plans for places like Greater
Manchester in association with the devolved
powers. Goodness, we even have a reemergence of strategic planning in places.
But this is still patchy, a work in progress.

changes to planning policy won’t deliver
en masse until beyond the end of the
present Parliament. That is the nature
of planning: we make plan looking
15–20 years ahead. We grant planning
permissions on very major sites,
expecting them to deliver throughout and beyond - the plan period. And even
modest scale sites can take 2–3 years
or more to start delivering, while site
acquisition, detailed design, discharge
of conditions, licencing, tendering and
construction are all resolved.
If I’ve learnt anything in the 37 years of
my planning career it’s that impatience
rarely produces good results. It’s true
of policy making and of development
planning – and it’s true of design and
place-making. This isn’t a plea for slowness:
Local Authorities really do need to speed
up many elements of their decision-making
and planning processes. However, it’s a
recognition that the professional teams
involved in planning and place making need
the appropriate time to follow the sequence
of turning working concepts into designs
– something that we should recognise as
Partners, Directors and clients alike!
After all, as I’ve found, even 29 years is a
remarkably short time when you’re engaged
in planning and development….
1
“Planning Reform Proposals” : House of Commons
Library Briefing Paper Number 06418, 22 February 2016

Moreover, it will take time for changes in
Government policy to bear fruit in the arena
of planning and development. A considerable
proportion of the housing being delivered
across England today will be on sites for
which the planning permission was given
under the previous Coalition Government or
even the Labour administration before that
(especially on the many large-scale sites that
stalled in the recession of 2008 – 2012/13).
The planning permissions that emerge as
a consequence of the recent and current
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“

THE ONE
CONSTANT IN
ALL OF THIS HAS
BEEN CHANGE.
GOVERNMENTS HAVE
CHANGED; PLANNING
LEGISLATION HAS
CHANGED; PLANNING
POLICIES HAVE
CHANGED AND
BARTON WILLMORE
HAS CHANGED.

”

MEET THE TEAM:
CAMBRIDGE
WITH THE POTENTIAL TO PROVIDE SIGNIFICANT ECONOMIC OUTPUT TO THE UK,
CITIES ARE COMPETING FOR GROWTH AND ATTRACTING TALENT BUT THEIR
SUCCESS IS RELIANT ON BEING ABLE TO SUSTAINABLY MEET THE NEEDS OF
THEIR RESIDENTS. RATED 4TH IN THE 2015 GOOD CITIES FOR GROWTH INDEX,
CAMBRIDGE IS ONE OF THE MOST ADMIRED CITIES, ESTABLISHING ITSELF
AS A HUB OF EDUCATION, RESEARCH AND INNOVATION; TECHNOLOGY AND
PHARMACEUTICALS. WE TALKED TO OUR CAMBRIDGE TEAM TO UNDERSTAND
A LITTLE MORE ABOUT THIS SUCCESS AND THE CHALLENGE IT BRINGS…
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In recent years the “Cambridge Effect” has
become undeniable as more and more big
businesses set up in the City and property
prices rise further with demand for a piece
of the City at an all-time high. But how has
this hotspot come about? Is Cambridge doing
something differently to the rest?

need so this will naturally fall to the outer
districts. Claire continues: “The University has
always dictated fortunes of the city, but now
this growth is out of the city it’s out of their
hands and at present is largely falling to South
Cambs. While there is some level of joined-up
thinking, there is still a long way to go”.

“The University is a global attraction” explains
Associate Planner Nichola Traverse-Healy, “not
just as an educational institution but also due
to its unique relationship with industry and
the council. By building a reputation as a hub
for R&D in specific sectors, they have attracted
significant investment from companies and
supported the development of the world-class
Addenbrookes Hospital and medical research.
This attracts key employees who want to come
here and stay due to the benefits for people at
many different stages in life – something you
don’t get in a lot of other University cities”.

Steve Kosky, Planning Director in the team
explains how this might result in “a string
of new settlements surrounding Cambridge,
much like we saw around London in the
1950’s. In other words; a new ‘garden
settlement’ approach, feeding off and
contributing to, the long term success of
Cambridge. Given the current constraints of
the Green Belt around the city, this certainly
has the potential to provide higher numbers of
provision, but we also need to carefully plan
for how these new settlements function - both
individually and together”.

Gareth Wilson, Partner who has recently
taken up leadership of the team adds:
“Couple this with the location and excellent
rail connectivity to London (45 mins to
King’s Cross), the skills pool and commuter
opportunities means London and Cambridge
can share talent and opportunities, in a
mutually beneficial relationship.”
Yet as Cambridge’s popularity increases, so too
does the price required to live and work there.
“The rate of land release in Cambridge is slow
to say the least and a lot is sucked into internal
investment” says Andrew Hodgson, Planning
Director. “The City has been hugely successful
in attracting businesses, jobs and students
but housing stock is creating a real sense of a
ticking time-bomb looming over the City”.
So what needs doing to sustain this growth?
Housing Delivery
“Cross boundary working will be vital for
future housing delivery, which currently
isn’t keeping up with growth suggests Claire
Brindley, Planner. Given land constraints such
as the Green Belt, Cambridge is unable to
deliver the majority of Cambridgeshire’s unmet

Infrastructure
Infrastructure in this response and any long
term success is undoubtedly required but it is
costly. With major pressure on road issues into
the city already, an enhanced public and active
transport network would help to unlock the
city, but currently isn’t there.
“If you live near, but outside of the city, it is
currently quite difficult to get into by public
transport and this is really holding some
areas back” says Paul Derry, Senior Planner.
“For example the Wisbech railway line would
benefit from reopening as the lack of link is
affecting the growth of the town – showing
that houses just being nearby isn’t enough.
Possibilities of rail links from the north have
also been batted around so it would be great to
see some funding for that come forward too.”
The City deal provides us with some means to
make improvements and at the moment these
are largely focused on road provision. The A14
routes for example are still been agreed – but
will make a big difference. Schemes such as
those at Alconbury and Northstowe are reliant
on these improvements after all, and there a
lot of people behind them.
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Innovation
“Cambridge doesn’t really have a single
political voice at present” explains Paul
Foster, Planning Director. “Previous MPs
that have been confident at speaking
up for City and its growth have been
effective so we need that gap to be filled
by someone who’s not afraid to implement
innovative solutions for growth and get the
major projects in place and done well”.
The unique and much-loved character of
Cambridge means that high density and
high-rise new development in the city isn’t
favoured and brownfield opportunities are
few and far between. But new towns don’t
have the same level of history and simply
delivering the units isn’t providing the
valued sense of place that so often brings
people to the region. “An innovative and
bold response is therefore required, and
should be expected, to create a more equal
balance between the two. Designs need
to ensure that they build on the existing
community and provide clear benefits for
local communities otherwise they simply
won’t be accepted. We must be delivering
rural vitality.” Says Justine Bailey, Senior
Planner.

“It has been interesting learning about
the Innovation District model and its
applicability to Cambridge” says Kristina
Mead, Senior Planner. “Cambridge
benefits from a number of high tech
science/research parks which are largely
associated with the University and
have been invaluable to Cambridge’s
economic prosperity, but currently do
little to address the housing crisis. The
North West Cambridge Development
is certainly a step in the right directly,
but the Innovation District model
goes further, enabling housing, retail
and recreational opportunities to be
retrofitted into existing science parks, making
them 24 hour destinations.”
Final thoughts
While our team have their thoughts on what
would work particularly well, they’re keen to
emphasise that we shouldn’t rely on just one
strategy for a solution. “There isn’t just one
answer that will deliver what’s needed,” says
Gareth Wilson. “Whether it is small or large
sites, new settlements, urban extensions or
Green Belt release – we will need to rely on
context to dictate what is most appropriate,
but we definitely can’t afford to put all of our
eggs into one basket”.
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“

APPLYING
AN INNOVATION
DISTRICT MODEL
WOULD ENABLE
HOUSING, RETAIL
AND RECREATIONAL
OPPORTUNITIES TO
BE RETROFITTED INTO
EXISTING PARKS

”

BEYOND CAMBRIDGE THERE ARE SOME INTERESTING OPPORTUNITIES IN THE EAST OF ENGLAND…

“

“

Peterborough’s Local
Authority is pro-growth and
active, recognising the benefits
of joining up with private
partners to deliver growth.
“With exciting schemes on
the horizon such as land at
the football club and 2,000
homes at Hampton it looks as
if Peterborough’s growth is set
to continue despite competitive
land ownership.

The real success story
however, can be seen
in Norwich. Seemingly
benefitting from the growth
triangle, Norwich’s Local Plan
shows significant growth.
ANDREW HODGSON
PLANNING DIRECTOR
andrew.hodgson@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

“A hotspot for services such as
legal and financial it is quickly
gaining a regional presence and
is being recognised as a vibrant
destination and attractive, as
well as its strategic location
serving the whole of Norfolk.

“Peterborough’s new Local Plan
call for sites is in its early stages
so may offer opportunities.
What’s more, surrounding
Local Authorities also have
good growth ambitions – so we
may see the Cambridge effect
spreading, but on a much more
affordable level!

NICHOLA
TRAVERSE-HEALEY
ASSOCIATE PLANNER
nichola.th@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

“On the infrastructure front,
the Norwich Distribution Road
and Norwich (to London) in
90 commitment means that
it is putting itself in good
stead for sustainable growth
and unlocking a wealth of
development sites. Massive
infrastructure is unlocking
loads of development sites.

”

”

“

The Authorities which make
up the A120 corridor through
Essex are often preferring to
take on new, cross-boundary
settlements, recognising that
they can’t put off increasing
supply and that they can each
share the success.
“The area is a sustainable place
to live with airports and railway
infrastructure and just 40
minutes into London means that
Essex and Hertfordshire also
look set for big growth.

“

Ipswich have a lot of land to
identify in their Local Planning
and have accepted that they’re
4,000 short to 2031 with only
2-7 years of housing land
supply identified. They’re very
much reliant on Mid-Suffolk
who are receptive to to the idea
of a large urban extension to
support this.

STEVEN KOSKY
PLANNING DIRECTOR
steven.kosky@
bartonwillmore.co.uk

”

”
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PAUL FOSTER
PLANNING DIRECTOR
paul.foster@
bartonwillmore.co.uk
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